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Introduction UK GovernmentDepartment for 
Business, Innovation 
and Skills
• The World Data Centre (WDC) for 
Natural Environment 
Research Council
Geomagnetism in the UK was 
established in 1966 at Herstmonceux in 
Sussex and moved to Edinburgh in 1977      . 
• It is operated by British Geological 
Survey (BGS) a research institute funded 
British Geological 
Survey
by the UK government (see right).
• There are 7 staff directly involved in its 
World Data Centre 
for Geomagnetism,
operation as part of a wider 
Geomagnetism Team.
• Staff and the WDC have links to   Edinburgh       
professional geomagnetic bodies IAGA 
and INTERMAGNET (including office 
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bearer positions).
Staff Expertise 
• Our WDC operations are part of a wider 
geomagnetism team. The BGS Geomagnetism Team in 2009
• We also have experience in:
• Producing data – we run geomagnetic 
observatories
• U i th d t th h i tifi hs ng e a a – roug  sc en c researc
• So we have good all round knowledge of    -    
geomagnetic data; how it is produced, how it is 
stored and how it is used scientifically.
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Applications of our WDC Data
WDC Geomagnetism data 
can be used to help to UK 
provide scientific insight into:
The Deep Earth Interior
Hydrographic
Office
   
• long-term change - years to 
centuries - in the dynamo that 
sustains our magnetic field   
Space weather 
• short-term changes - seconds NASA   
to days - in near Earth space 
and on the ground
Space climate 
• long-term change - decades 
to centuries - in solar activity 
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and consequences for Earth's 
environment NASA
Current Holdings 
• Our largest data holdings 
are of geomagnetic 
observatory data.
• We hold annual hourly  , , 
minute means for ~280 
observatories worldwide.
• The data catalogue of 
minute & hourly means 
was previously held at    
WDC Copenhagen and 
transferred to us in 2007.
Top: Location of current & past observatories where 
we hold either annual, hourly or minute data.
Bottom: The number of data holdings by sample rate
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and year.
Current Holdings
We also hold the following types 
of data: 
• Global & local magnetic 
model information
• Land, marine, 
aeromagnetic and repeat 
t tis a ons survey
• Solar & geomagnetic 
indices
• Analogue magnetograms
• Historical yearbooks,  
memoirs, logs etc.
• Ship-borne data
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• Observatory metadata
A growing and active data centre     
• We actively seek   
out data.
• We email an 
individually-
tailored ‘call for 
data’ to each   
data-producing 
institute annually.
• We also collect 
data from 
b itwe s es, 
INTERMAGNET 
and other WDCs. Above: The amount of new data ingested at the WDC each month since 2007.
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Quality Control 
within our WDC
• We conduct quality assurance
BEFORE
    
on all submitted data.
• We work with institutes & 
AFTER
WDCs to improve or correct 
data.
W l d d• e recent y con ucte  a 
programme to correct 
typographical errors in WDC.
BEFORE
   
• We are currently examining 
differences in data between 
AFTER
Edinburgh & Kyoto WDCs.
• We are introducing quality 
information to observatory
Example QC plots of hourly (top) and 
minute (bottom) data
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metadata.
  
Quality Control – Comparison with 
other geomagnetic data centres
• There are 286 observatories    
with hourly mean data held 
at both WDCs in Edinburgh 
and Kyoto .  
• This spans 7,409 
observatory-years of data.
• Almost 80% of these are in 
total agreement.
• For most where there is ,    
disagreement they are small.
• For a small number of 
b t i th l l fo serva or es e eve  o  
disagreement is high.
• We will try to correct these 
Above: The total number of disagreements in an 
annual dataset compared to the mean disagreement.
From “A comparison of data holdings at World Data 
Centres for Geomagnetism in Edinburgh and Kyoto”
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first.
       
E Dawson, S Macmillan, T Humphries, C Beggan 
IUGG 2011 poster
Metadata in Geomagnetism
Metadata Standards
• With WDCs Boulder and Kyoto we have examined establishing a 
metadata standard for geomagnetic data. We have encountered 
many issues with this. 
• It is difficult to apply a standard to time-series data. Common 
metadata standards (e.g. ISO-19115 , FGDC) are based on spatial 
data which do not change with time With geomagnetic data the      .     
metadata changes with time; most commonly as a result of a 
change in instrumentation or data processing and therefore data 
litqua y. 
• Metadata standards are also complex. Records are long and the 
language of metadata may not be readily understandable. It is 
challenging to encourage observatories to adopt and populate 
standard metadata records.
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Metadata in Geomagnetism
M t d t i WDCe a a a n our 
• We have focused on the acquisition of metadata in whatever 
form it takes. 
• We now request metadata from operators during the annual 
‘call-for-data’.
W h i d th f th t d t h ld ( t)• e ave ncrease  e scope o  e me a a a e  see nex  
encouraging links to other sources of metadata such as 
yearbooks and websites. Yearbooks remain the most complete 
metadata records available.
• We have a new free-form ‘Notes’ field to record any known QC 
issues This will help users working with these data inform.        ,  
observatory operators and give the WDC a place to note any 
modifications they make.
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WDC metadata records
Google Maps
Website Links
Can view the 
location of all 
observatories in 
the WDC and 
their metadata.
Instrumentation 
Records
Including date 
User Notes
Free‐form area to note 
known issues with a 
fields to capture 
the time‐varying 
aspect of an 
observatory’s 
El t i Y b k
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data set. metadata.
ec ron c  ear oo s
• In 2008 we began a 
programme of work to capture
Preserving 
Hi t i l D t      digital images of all historical 
UK magnetograms
s or ca  a a
• There are of 287,934 
magnetograms in total 
(126 170 are fully complete,     
and available, 125,764 
magnetograms 'in processing' 
and 36,000 await scanning).
• The system (left), designed 
and developed by BGS    
includes a 21 megapixel 
resolution camera. It uses a 
flat plane macro lens to 
minimise distortion and a 
fixed focal length
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  . 
Preserving 
Hi t i l D t
• We also have >500 ‘yearbooks’ 
s or ca  a a
and related old scientific papers
• Observatory yearbooks contain  
• Metadata for interpreting 
magnetograms
• Other results, e.g. lists of storms, 
not reproduced elsewhere
• 2-hourly and ‘extraordinary’   
absolute measurements
• Magnetograms and yearbooks 
are stored in a climate 
t ll d i t
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con ro e  env ronmen .
How to access 
to the digital 
archive
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/data/Magnetograms/home.html 
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Future Developments 
• WDS li ti b itt d app ca on su m e .
• Better data access & interface – Web Services 
(See Ewan Dawson’s poster)   .
• Community tools – e.g. data format conversion 
web service.
• Better data quality – working with partner WDCs 
and institutes.
• Improving metadata records.
• More historical analogue data and yearbooks 
available electronically .
• One-second data - increasing demands on storage 
and distribution.
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More Information? 
Please speak to:
or
Sarah Reay Ewan Dawson
at the conference.
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